Related Research
Recent research into creating fixed-point implementations of computations have focused on dynamic approaches in which the computation is implemented in a floating-point environment which has been instrumented to collect statistics at runtime about the computed values.
Researchers from Seoul National University [4] , University of Toronto [1] and Aachen University of Technology [3] use this approach to perform automatic floating-point to fixed-point conversion, taking a C program which includes floating-point variables and constants and generating a C program which uses only integer variables and constants.
Researchers at the University of Washington [2] and MIT [5] use this approach to minimize the data path width of FPGA and ASIC implementations of fixed-point computations.
3 Key Elements of the Paper SIFOpt takes a high-level description of a data path computation as input. The designer annotates the computation's inputs with partitioning information indicating which bits of the run-time integer values represent Sign, Integer and Fractional (SIF) information. The designer can optionally provide value range information for the inputs. In addition, the designer can provide data path width specifications for any variable in the computation.
SIFOpt performs a static analysis of the computation to be performed, estimating the number of mantissa bits and the integer value range for the runtime integer values in the computation. Limiting the growth of the data path width is achieved by tracking the value range of runtime integers and allocating only as many mantissa bits as necessary for each variable. The designer can also use design knowledge or runtime analysis to restrict the growth of the data path width by specifying that any particular mathematical operator does not result in a carry out.
Because SIFOpt tracks which bits in runtime values represent mantissa values and also tracks scaling factors, it can determine which right-shift operations cause truncation of mantissa bits, and determine the worst-case maximum absolute error that might result from any such operation. This value is tracked and a maximum absolute error value is determined for every variable in the computation.
SIFOpt reports complete design information for the computational steps determined, including: the scaling factor, estimated value range and maximum truncation error for every variable in the computation and all alignment and prescaling operations inserted, indicating any truncation those steps cause. In addition, SIFOpt creates integer-only C code as output.
